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SUMMARY: Demyelination is assumed to be the cause of the majority of cases of isolated optic neuritis. Because of the importance of establishing the presence of optic nerve dysfunction in patients suspected of having multiple sclerosis several new indices of optic nerve conduction have been reported including the visual evoked potential, the edge-light pupil cycle time, and the Pulfrich test. These measures purport to detect optic nerve dysfunction but with varying degrees of success. This study of 93 patients with clearly documented previous optic neuritis was conducted to determine the statistical relationship between these three measures and other clinical diagnostic indices for detection of previous optic nerve disease and the utility of the diagnostic predictors taken individually, and in combination. The other indices used were the presence of detectable optic atrophy, color vision defect and the presence of a relative afferent pupillary defect. The variables were submitted to linear stepwise multiple regression analysis which indicated that the presence of optic atrophy, defective color vision and prolonged pupil cycle time when used in combination provided the most useful diagnostic prediction of previous optic neuritis in this group of patients. The addition of visual evoked potentials, the Pulfrich test or presence of a relative afferent pupillary defect did not significantly increase predictive reliability.

INTRODUCTION

Demyelination is generally assumed to be the cause of the majority of cases of isolated optic neuritis. Most attacks of optic neuritis are unilateral and although the patient may regain 6/6 visual acuity and a good visual field, there usually remain subjective deficits of central visual function which do not recover. Such defects include color desaturation and reduction of brightness discrimination when viewing with the affected eye, transient lowering of visual acuity after exercise or elevation of body temperature (Uhthoff's symptom) and, occasionally, annoying symptoms from delayed optic nerve conduction giving rise to impaired depth discrimination (Pulfrich phenomenon). Many patients, however, do not recover fully and clinically detectable signs attest to the previous optic nerve disease including reduced visual acuity, color vision deficit, optic nerve atrophy and a relative afferent pupillary defect.

An episode of optic neuritis may be the herald symptom of multiple sclerosis or may occur at some time during the course of the disease. Published statistics on the relationship of optic neuritis to multiple sclerosis vary widely and the complexity of this issue has been recently discussed (Compton et al. 1978; Cohen et al. 1979; Paty and Ebers, 1979). Experience shows that many patients with multiple sclerosis who have no clear history of optic neuritis have ophthalmoscopic or other clinical evidence of optic nerve disease. Because of the frequency with which multiple sclerosis affects the visual pathways, even in the absence of overt optic neuritis, more sophisticated tests of visual function are being developed to aid in the diagnosis of this disease. Such tests include electrophysiological indices of...
optic nerve and visual pathway conduction as measured by visual evoked potentials, measurement of optic nerve conduction time as determined by the pupillary light reflex, the pupil cycle time, and perceptual appreciation of apparent depth changes in moving objects, the Pulkrich effect. While these various measures purport to detect optic nerve dysfunction with varying degrees of success, to date there has been no published data on the relative effectiveness of these tests. For this reason we studied a group of patients who had recovered from an attack of isolated optic neuritis, who had no other symptoms or signs to suggest multiple sclerosis, in order to determine the relative usefulness of the electrophysiological and clinical parameters in the detection of recovered optic nerve disease. We also wished to determine the statistical relationship between the various diagnostic indices for previous optic neuritis and to determine whether any single test or a composite set of examinations had greater predictive value of optic nerve dysfunction.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Patients**

We examined 93 patients who presented with a history and clinical findings of optic neuritis where demyelination was assumed to be the cause. All patients were initially seen within four weeks of the onset of symptoms, but the tests described in this study were not all necessarily performed within that period. Some patients were re-examined as much as 5 years later when all the tests described were performed. There was a history of previous optic neuritis involving the same or opposite eye in 57% of cases. This high incidence of bilateral or multiple attacks probably reflects the specialized referral nature of this neuro-ophthalmic department. The patients were aged between 17-39 years (mean age, 24.6 years). None had hypertension, diabetes, syphilis, anemia or other systemic disease. None had symptoms or clinical manifestations of multiple sclerosis. All gave a history of an acute loss of vision which reached its lowest level within three days, remained stable for a few days and then improved. Many had mild ocular or periorbital pain, often worse on eye movement, which lasted up to a week and which either preceded or commenced at the same time as the visual loss. No patient had disc swelling or hemorrhages or a field defect more compatible with ischemic optic neuropathy rather than demyelinating optic neuritis. None were treated with adrenocortical steroids since this had been convincingly shown to be of no value (Bowden et al. 1974; Gould et al. 1977). Visual acuities had recovered to 6/12 or better and none had detectable visual field defects on kinetic Goldmann perimetry other than occasional constriction of the 1 isopter.

**Clinical Examination**

Evaluation was made of visual acuity, color vision, pupillary reactions, pupil cycle time, visual fields on Goldmann perimeter, fundus examination after pupillary dilatation, intraocular pressure and the Pulkrich test.

Color vision was tested using the Ishihara plates. For the purpose of this study a color defect was defined as three or more incorrect responses with either eye in the absence of obvious errors from congenital achromatopsia in males. Hesitancy in reading the plates, while clinically useful, being subjective in nature was not recorded in this study.

Pupil cycle time was measured using a bright horizontal 0.5 mm beam on the Haag-Streit slit lamp in a darkened room. The patient fixated a near target with the eye not being tested. The slit beam was raised until it overlapped the inferior pupillary margin; the pupil reflexly constricted so that the iris blocked the beam, and the pupil then redilated allowing entry of the beam into the pupil once more. Fifty consecutive constriction-dilatation cycles were measured twice for each eye and timed using a hand held chronometer. The recorded times (to the nearest 0.5 second) for the two trials were averaged to derive the pupil cycle time for one constriction-dilatation cycle for each eye. In our laboratory we have established the normal range in adults aged 15-45 years to be 807 ± 43 msec. A pupil cycle time of over 900 msec. was considered to be abnormally delayed. Interocular pupil cycle time differences were not employed as diagnostic data in this study although normally a difference of 50 msec. would be considered abnormal.

The Pulkrich test was performed by swinging a red 15 mm. bob on a steel wire positioned 4 meters from the patient. At this distance we have found normal observers to give more consistent responses in detecting apparent depth changes with neutral density filter attenuation than with closer distances. All patients were first given a trial to demonstrate the Pulkrich depth effect using a red glass in front of one eye. When convinced that the patient could indeed appreciate the Pulkrich effect the patient was asked to draw in the air with a finger any perceived elliptical pattern of the bob when presented to both eyes. A positive response was defined as the report of illusory depth changes in which the bob was seen swinging away from the affected eye.

The visual evoked potential was recorded over midline occiput (O.) and left and right occipital hemispheres (O., and O.) using Ag-AgCl electrodes secured by collodion. All active sites were referred to the vertex (C.). A Grass PS-2 photo-stimulator was positioned 56 cm from the patient to provide a 12 degree test field centered on a 60 degree surround. Surround luminance was maintained at 0.65cd/m², while the test field was incrementally increased to 2.25cd/m² by 128 single flashes presented at 1 flash/second. The patient's pupils were dilated prior to examination. The visual evoked responses to 128 single flashes were amplified by Grass P5 amplifiers (Grass Instrument Co., Mass.) and signal averaged by a Nicolet Fabritek 1070 (Nicolet Instrument Co., Wisc.). Both eyes were recorded monocularly. The averaged-visual evoked potentials were plotted on an X-Y plotter and the peak latency of the major positive component was identified. Visual evoked potential delay was defined as the presence of a positive component peak latency value exceeding 3 standard deviations above the normal population mean latency.

The data were coded and statistically analysed using programs from the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). Frequency distributions of each variable measured were generated. In addition, crosstabulation analysis of the pupil cycle time and visual evoked potential measures with every other variable were produced and significance tested. Finally, a correlation matrix of the entire variable set was derived and the intercorrelations tested for significance. The correlation matrix was then submitted to a multiple regression procedure which determined the set of diagnostic variables that, when combined, provided the best possible prediction of previous optic nerve demyelination. In addition the variables which did and did not contribute significantly to this prediction were determined.

**RESULTS**

Data was appropriately coded and statistically analyzed by several SPSS procedures. Frequency distributions of abnormal findings on all diagnostic variables are presented in Table I. A crosstabulation analysis was per-
formed upon the frequency distributions to investigate the relationship of the two optic nerve conduction measures (pupil cycle time and visual evoked potential) to the other clinical findings.

Table 2 presents the pupil cycle time and visual evoked potential cross-tabulation results. This contingency table comprises paired observations on two nominal variables (e.g. pupil cycle time and color vision, pupil cycle time and relative afferent pupillary defect, etc.). Chi-square ($X^2$) provides an appropriate test of the statistical independence or association between the two measures. The Yates correction for continuity (Ferguson, 1966) was applied in the estimation and significance testing of chi-square since numerous cells contained less than 10 individuals. Table 2 shows a significant relationship between pupil cycle time and fundus appearance ($p < .01$), visual evoked potentials ($p < .07$), and relative afferent pupillary defect ($p < .07$). The presence of visual evoked potential delay appeared to be significantly associated with color vision deficits ($p < .05$), presence of a relative afferent pupillary defect ($p < .05$), fundus pallor ($p < .001$) and pupil cycle time delay ($p < .07$) in this group of optic neuritis patients.

Table 3 presents a more extensive assessment of bivariate association within the set of diagnostic variables. Inspection of the intercorrelation matrix indicates that most bivariate correlations were significant.

After “dummy-coding” each individual’s diagnostic group membership (Cohen, 1968) a multiple linear regression analysis was performed so that the best possible prediction of previous optic neuritis was estimated from a weighed combination of the six predictor variables (presence of optic atrophy, color vision defect, pupil cycle time, visual evoked potential, presence of relative afferent pupil defect and Pulfrich test). The multiple correlation ($R$) and weights were subjected to significance testing to determine which predictors did or did not contribute significantly to this prediction. These data (table 4) illustrate that while the stepwise addition of each predictor variable increases the multiple $-R$ the increment in itself is only significantly increasing for the addition of the first three variables (presence of optic atrophy, color vision defect and pupil cycle time). After these variables had been entered into the linear prediction the multiple $-R$ was not significantly increased by the addition of the results of the examination of visual evoked potentials, the presence of a relative afferent pupillary defect or the Pulfrich test (table 4).

**DISCUSSION**

Ninety three (93) patients with a well documented previous acute optic neuritis were examined and clinical and electrophysiological indices stati-
tically analyzed. The results indicated a better prediction of optic nerve disease when a number of tests were used rather than any single measure alone.

**Optic atrophy**

Pallor of the optic disc is a notoriously unreliable way of determining visual function. Following demyelination there is almost invariably some loss of axons which, in the anterior visual pathway, is usually reflected by optic disc atrophy. In more subtle cases there may be detectable loss of some of the retinal nerve fiber bundles when using red-free ophthalmoscopy. Frisén and Hoyt (1974) considered that slit like defects in the peripapillary nerve layer represented retrograde degeneration and loss of axon bundles produced by lesions in the anterior visual pathways and that such findings could exist in the absence of reduced visual acuity or color vision, even without obvious disc pallor. This sign is usually easy to detect in darkly pigmented fundi and youth when the nerve fiber layer appears to be thicker than it is with increasing age, but we have found it difficult to detect in the absence of overt visual symptomatology. For the purposes of this study we confined ourselves to recognition of disc atrophy in one or both eyes with or without detection of nerve fiber bundle defects. Optic atrophy was detected in 52% of patients. Subsequent linear stepwise regression analysis indicated that the presence of optic atrophy was the single most important predictor of optic nerve disease (table 4).

**Color vision deficits**

Acquired color vision defects are well recognised in optic nerve disease and the detection of a color vision difference between the two eyes or a deficit in a female patient is usually significant. Color vision deficits were found in 53% (table 1) and proved to be a useful clinical index of optic nerve dysfunction. Multiple regression analysis revealed that color vision deficit was the second best single predictor of optic nerve disease when used in combination with fundus appearance (table 4).

**Pupil cycle time**

Miller and Thompson (1978) reported on pupil cycle time in patients with optic neuritis and found 79% of patients to be abnormal either on the basis of a prolongation of pupil cycle time or an abnormal interocular pupil cycle time difference. Our patient population was four times larger than theirs and we did not use interocular pupil cycle time difference as a reference in this study, but even so, found the pupil cycle time to be abnormal in 74% of our cases. The pupil cycle time measures the reflex arc of the pupil and depends on intact afferent and efferent pupillary innervation and the presence of normal iris musculature. In optic neuritis the delay is due to a defect in the afferent arc. In our patients more positives were yielded by this test than by any other clinical measure (table 1). Chi-square analysis of contingency table 2 indicated both pupil cycle time and visual evoked response delay were moderately related (p < .07). Miller and Thompson (1978) mentioned that one of their patients with abnormal pupil cycle time had also a delayed visual evoked potential. We found that both of these nerve conduction measures appear to be significantly related to clinical measures of optic nerve function including disc pallor and the presence of a relative afferent pupillary defect. It was also found that visual evoked potential delay was significantly related to abnormal color vision.

**Visual evoked potentials**

Visual evoked potential studies have become popular because of the high frequency of abnormalities detected in optic nerve conduction in populations of patients with definite multiple

### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optic Atrophy</th>
<th>Color Vision</th>
<th>PCT</th>
<th>VEP</th>
<th>RAPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Vision</td>
<td>.500 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT</td>
<td>.277 1</td>
<td>.160 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VER</td>
<td>.125 1</td>
<td>.193 1</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAPD</td>
<td>.420 1</td>
<td>.379 1</td>
<td>-.025</td>
<td>.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulfrich</td>
<td>.231 1</td>
<td>.159 1</td>
<td>-.058</td>
<td>-.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCT = Pupil cycle time  VEP = Visual evoked potential  RAPD = Relative afferent pupillary defect  Superscripts 1 = p<.01  2 = p<.05

### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Entered</th>
<th>F to Enter</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Multiple-R</th>
<th>Overall-F</th>
<th>Overall Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optic Atrophy</td>
<td>12.916</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.239</td>
<td>12.916</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Vision Defect</td>
<td>3.588</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.270</td>
<td>8.329</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil Cycle Time</td>
<td>2.227</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.285</td>
<td>6.204</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulfrich Test</td>
<td>1.883</td>
<td>.171</td>
<td>.296</td>
<td>5.236</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEP</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>.555</td>
<td>.310</td>
<td>3.697</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAPD</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>.815</td>
<td>.310</td>
<td>3.163</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VEP = Visual evoked potential  RAPD = Relative afferent pupillary defect
Multiple sclerosis. Heavy reliance is now being placed on visual evoked potential abnormalities in patients with suspected multiple sclerosis as a diagnostic aid. Many published series suggest that more reliance is being placed on the result of visual evoked potential studies rather than, or in the absence of, clinical evaluation of the visual system. Recent reviews are given by Trojaborg and Petersen, (1979); Tackmann et al. (1979); Neetens et al. (1979) and Wilson and Keyser, (1980).

Visual evoked potentials were delayed in 40% of our patients (table 1). This represents a conservative estimate of visual evoked potential delay since we used 3 standard deviations above the mean as our delay criterion, a Z-score value which exceeds that used in previously mentioned studies of visual evoked potentials. Using these strict criteria we found that the test was not as sensitive as an index of optic nerve demyelination as the pupil cycle time (table 2). However, visual evoked potentials were found to be significantly related with the presence of optic atrophy. Wildberger and Van Lith (1976) showed in a small group of optic neuritis patients that in the late recovery period visual evoked potentials remained more affected than color vision. Interestingly, delayed visual evoked potential was not significantly related to a relative afferent pupillary defect (table 2, 3). Ellis (1974) showed delay in visual evoked potential latency to be unrelated to the magnitude of a relative afferent pupillary defect and stated that reduced amplitude of the visual evoked potential could be predicted from abnormal pupillary function. It should be recognized that visual evoked potentials, unlike relative afferent pupillary defects, optic atrophy and pupil cycle times, measure not only the anterior visual pathways but also the retrogeniculate visual pathways. Multiple sclerosis is well recognized to affect the white matter of the brain indiscriminately but usually in a fairly symmetrical manner although retrogeniculate lesions do not often correlate well with visual symptoms (Adams, 1977). Thus, some of the delay measured in our patients could possibly be related to retrogeniculate disease since it is impossible to state categorically that none of them actually did not have other demyelinating foci despite the absence of clinical evidence for multiple sclerosis.

Relative afferent pupillary defect

A relative afferent pupillary defect is a reliable sign of optic nerve disease (Thompson, 1966) and is readily detected when examining the patient fixating at distance in a dim room using a bright flashlight. However, in cases where there is bilateral optic nerve disease the sign is often difficult to detect especially when the disease is fairly symmetrical between the two eyes. This might explain the low frequency of relative afferent pupillary defect detection (39%) in our patients (table 1). Burde and Gullin (1975) found that even in patients who had well documented unilateral optic neuritis the relative afferent pupillary defect could only be detected in half of them when examined 6 months after the episode of optic neuritis. In our regression analysis, addition of the relative afferent pupillary defect variable did not significantly increase the overall predictive effectiveness for optic neuritis (table 4).

Pulfrich test

The Pulfrich test depends for its appreciation upon normal stereoscopic vision. Since some 30% of normal subjects do not have full stereoscopic vision (Richards, 1970) one would expect the Pulfrich test to be the least sensitive in unilateral optic nerve disease. We found the test only to be of value in patients whose vision was 6/12 or better in the worst affected eye. Since it was often difficult for the patient to understand what was expected to be seen we decided to provide a practice trial using a red-glass as a filter to ensure that the patient could appreciate the phenomenon and then test the patient without the red-glass. The Pulfrich test was the least frequently occurring predictor in our study occurring only in 26% of the patients. Obviously the Pulfrich test, like the relative afferent pupillary defect, is of less value if the patient has suffered bilateral, relatively symmetrical, disease so that the stimulus from both eyes is delayed equally. Further, there is evidence that prolonged viewing of a Pulfrich-like stimulus depresses the appreciation of motion in depth, the prevailing situation in patients with predominantly unilateral optic nerve disease (Regan and Beverley, 1973). Our findings after multiple linear regression analysis do not support the contention of Frisén et al. (1973) that the Pulfrich phenomenon is the most sensitive test to demonstrate optic nerve disease. Addition of this variable did not significantly increase the overall cumulative regression coefficient (table 4) and therefore did not contribute significantly to the prediction.

In summary, the techniques of multiple correlation have practical application in situations where it is necessary to combine a number of variables in such a way as to provide the best possible estimate of a criterion measure. We have described such a situation using six diagnostic predictors which were used to predict the presence of previous optic neuritis. The results of this stepwise regression procedure indicated that clinical predictors such as optic atrophy, defective color vision and the pupil cycle time when used in combination provide the most useful diagnostic prediction of previous optic neuritis. Other parameters such as delayed visual evoked potentials, presence of a relative afferent pupillary defect or a positive Pulfrich test do not significantly increase the clinicians predictive ability over the use of the previous three predictors. The pupil cycle time appears to be a more reliable predictor of optic nerve disease than the VER and adds considerably in diagnosing optic nerve disease. Complete ophthalmic examination including pupil cycle time should be done to increase the certainty of diagnosis of previous optic neuritis which may be of importance in the context of suspected multiple sclerosis. We are presently investigating a large group of patients with suspected multiple sclerosis to determine the value of such predictors of optic nerve dysfunction in aiding in the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis.
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